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TEXT IN YOUR SKETCH

You make a sketch of what you see, for example during 

a sketching event or when you are on vacation. You are 

having a good time, you see, hear and smell everything 

and you actually want to take more home than the 

drawing and your memory. You can therefore write your 

impressions on the drawing: where it is, and how you 

feel there. Or you want to share your emotions with 

others, you hope they read it and also feel what you are 

going through.  

There are many reasons why you could add text to a 

drawing. In this edition of That’s another way of  

doing it you can see how ten sketchers included  

text in their sketches.

That’s another way of doing it.

Moh’d Bibelsi has a special reason for writing text in his sketch. His hand
writing is só elegant that it becomes a visual, decorative part of the drawing. 
It doesn’t matter that we can’t read it. 
Bibelsi was born in Amman (Jordan) and moved to Oklahoma (United States) 
at the age of sixteen to study architecture. He is now a professor of archi
tecture at Oklahoma State University. He often adds handmade watercolor 
sketches to a building plan because the designs then become more human, 
less cold.
About his teaching, Moh’d says: ‘Today, 90 percent of an architect’s work is 
done on a computer. Although computers are important – they allow us 
to see and do things that were not possible before – I have always taught 
my students to think and express themselves using their hands and their 
pencils. Sketching to think, as I call it, allows the student or professional 
an opportunity to reflect on the reason for the structure versus just being 
enamored with producing a product. I believe this is good for the architect, 
for others in the community, and ultimately for the world.’
Facebook
Website
YouTube

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=17130710
http://mohdbilbeisiart.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkXQzpMZM_k
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‘ I want to capture scenes from everyday life’ Annick Botrel

This sketch was made by Annick Botrel, an illustrator and 
workshop teacher from Paris (France). She was on holiday in Batz
surMer, on the coast near Nantes, and saw that the cabins on the 
beach had all a different shade of yellow: butter yellow, golden 
yellow, Naples yellow, canary yellow, egg yolk... you name it.  
In the winter the cabins are in storage, in the summer they are on 
an elevation near the beach. Annick thought it was so special, all 
those yellow colors, that she was happy to make a drawing of it. 
She also wrote fifty shades of yellow on her sketch. To emphasize 
the text she placed a dot of color at the bottom of every shade of 
yellow she used in the sketch.
Annick was originally a graphic designer, but a few years ago she 
closed her computer and went outside with pen and paint, and 
she joined the Urban Sketchers Paris. Annick sees her sketchbook 
as a travel diary. This way she can share her experiences with 
everyone. She made her first travel sketchbook in 1989, when she 
went to Romania. Since then she puts her impressions on paper 
when she travels. Adventure doesn’t have to be far away;  
for Annick it’s more a look at the world around her.

Annick made this second drawing last year, in her own city of Paris, 
when Christo had wrapped the Arc de Triomphe.
There were different opinions about this action among residents 
and visitors to the city, not all of them positive. Annick had  
decided to draw the wrapped Arc and had plenty of time to hear 
comments from visitors. She has written a few of those comments 
in her drawing. Examples: ‘I’m choking’, ‘three kilometers of rope’ 
and ‘honestly, it’s ugly’. We can now enjoy it. That is the advantage 
of text in a drawing.
Instagram
Flickr
Website

http://www.instagram.com/annickbotrel
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lafeejardine
http://annickbotrel.blogspot.com
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Detlef Surrey, an independent illustrator and comic artist from 
Berlin, also wanted to capture his memories when he drew on 
the Theaterplatz in Dresden.  
It was very handy that he wrote down what he saw then, for 
himself and for us.  
Though Detlef has been drawing all his life, there was a period 
in his freelance career where he worked exclusively in digital 
format and lost his connection with traditional media: ‘I had the 
realization that, in addition to my work as an illustrator, I had not 
been drawing just for me – for fun – for a very long time.’  
He immediately went out and bought a sketchbook and some 
supplies, went to a local café, and started sketching. It was here 
that he regained the pure joy of drawing! He didn’t have to worry 
about customer requests, revisions, and the pressures of dead
lines that were present in his daily professional work.
‘For the joy of drawing, I always carry a sketchbook with me – in 
addition to my professional work on the computer – capturing 
what surrounds me, on my travels as well as in my city, Berlin’. His 
advice: ‘Don’t try to be perfect. Perfectionism will put the brakes 
on your progress – it will limit you. You don’t have to show every
thing you sketch.‘

As for this second sketch, here Detlef has the same experience 
as Annick at the Arc de Triomphe in Paris: he is relaxing at a flea 
market and he hears all kinds of comments around him. It was in 
Bétaille in the Dordogne (France) where Detlef was to attend a 
workshop.
A few examples: ‘It’s nice weather, sir’, ‘The shoes are size 37’, 
‘Would you like cake?’, ‘Is that fun, working with music?’ Remarks 
that have nothing to do with each other, but because Delef has 
included them in his drawing, we immediately recognize the 
atmosphere in the market. You can achieve this with text in the 
drawing.
Facebook
Instagram
Flickr
Website

http://www.facebook.com/detlef.surrey.sketches
http://www.instagram.com/surrey_sketches
http://flickr.com/photos/detlefsurrey
http://sketches.surrey.de
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‘Drawing is something magical for me. All 

worries fly away when I draw’ Pat Southern Pearce

 

You immediately recognize the drawing style 
of Nathyi Regner, a freelance graphic designer 
from Strasbourg (France). She prefers to draw in 
a leporello drawing book (a long strip of paper, 
folded like an accordion). If she doesn’t like 
something, she sticks a piece of paper over it 
and continues to draw. She draws her immediate 
surroundings, tries to capture the personality of 
the people she sees in her sketches, they become 
snapshots of life. Drawing is also a way for Nathyi 
to get to know her immediate environment 
better, it gives her a different view of her own 
city. She alternates architectural drawings with 
people and details from the environment, and 
she adds small texts. The texts seem to connect 
all the drawings. She usually uses ink, felttip 
pens and acrylic paint:
‘I witness the rhythm, light, colours, smells,  
people and architecture in the places where I am.’
Flickr
Website

‘My sketchbook is a record, a testimony of  

my emotions and my discoveries’ Nathyi Regner

Pat Southern Pearce, an English artist living near Manchester, 
England, has taken the use of text in a drawing to the next level. 
Pat likes to draw on tinted paper and uses all materials that are 
within reach: ink, water color, acrylic markers, permanent and 
watersoluble ink, oil chalk, it doesn’t matter to her. She mixes 
them all together, in total freedom. She likes to use text she 
comes across, like the Coop logo here, and then adds her own 
text. Pat has developed her own style in lettering, which seems to 
be based on texts from the Art Nouveau period. In addition to the 
information in the drawing, it is also a decorative element, which 
definitely gives the drawing added value. And you immediately 
see who made the drawing, it is unmistakably the style of Pat 
Southern Pearce.
Facebook
Instagram
Flickr
YouTube
Practice yourself: Pat has posted an overview of her hand written 
fonts on her Facebook page (May 2, 2022).

http://www.facebook.com/pat.southernpearce
http://www.instagram.com/patsouthernpearce
https://www.flickr.com/photos/145216653@N07
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tirVRAUb91Y
http://www.flickr.com/photos/nathyi
http://nathyi-images.fr
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What text in a drawing can say: Constantin Litvak, 
a multimedia designer from Cologne, was on the 
train between Alkmaar and Amsterdam. He heard 
a lady across the aisle speaking Dutch and couldn’t 
make sense of it. At least that’s what I gather from 
his sketch. How powerful can such a text be in a 
drawing? Consta, which is the artist’s pseudonym, 
is originally from Ukraine; he studied mathematics 
at the technical university in Kiev. He said: ‘At that 
time, I had no inten tion of becoming an artist.’ After 
graduating, Constantin started working as a graphic 
designer and discovered his artistic talent there: he 
aban doned mathematics.  
In 2001, fate brought him and his family to Cologne.
Consta’s drawings show his amazement at the 
world around him. He has an idiosyncratic view of 
perspective. 
Facebook
Instagram
Website
Behance

Text in a sketch does not always have to be conceived 
by the sketcher. It can happen that you see text on the 
street that you include in a drawing, such as graffitti, 
the inscription on a shop window or truck. Or text on 
protest signs during a demonstration. I see two words 
in this drawing and I know exactly what it is about, the 
crowd is furious. Rolf Schroeter, an technical illustrator 
from Berlin (Germany), made this sketch during a huge 
demonstration in his city at the end of February 2022. 
Rolf likes to go out onto the street or in a café to draw 
people in their own environment; he always carries his 
sketchbook with him. Once he starts a drawing, he lets 
his brush do the work, forgetting everything around 
him. Meanwhile, Rolf remains focused on the whole, the 
big picture. How powerful can text be?
Facebook
Instagram
Website

http://www.facebook.com/consta
http://www.instagram.com/_consta_
http://consta.de
http://www.behance.net/consta
http://www.facebook.com/rrschroeter
http://www.instagram.com/rolfschroeter
http://skizzenblog.rolfschroeter.com
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Alfredo Ugarte (Urumo), a cartoonist from Valencia 
(Spain), had a pencil in his hand before he could walk.  
He studied Fine Arts at the Polytechnic University of 
Valencia  and then did a Master in Landscape Architec
ture. After his studies he worked as a teacher, graphic 
designer and above all as an artistic designer for leisure 
companies: in many countries we find water parks, zoos 
and theme parks that he has designed.
Look how special the text in Alfredo’s drawings is: the 
water is formed by words that he has drawn with his blue 
pencil. It is not just decoration, Alfredo literally tells his 
story with the drawing.
Facebook
Instagram
Website
Blog
Pinterest

‘I am determined to leave the 

world in a better condition  

I found it in’ Alfredo Ugarte

Jorje Borjes was born on the island of  
Mozambique, a country in southeastern Africa 
and now lives in Portugal. We sometimes see 
drawings of food or people at a table on the 
internet, but Jorje does this in a superlative 
way: he knows how to reproduce a large part 
of the conversation, it is as if we are there. Nice 
place, there, during Sofia’s birthday. Jorje is an 
observer. If you follow him, you get to know 
the people around him; we often see his wife 
in particular. When there is a party, he is there, 
sitting on the first row to catch it on his paper. 
Even if I can’t read it, I think it’s an attractive 
drawing, the mutual contacts are contagious.
The text in the drawing says a lot.
Facebook
Instagram

http://facebook.com/urumo.bocetologo
http://www.instagram.com/alfredo_ugarte_urumo
http://ugarte-urumo.com
http://devueltaconelcuaderno.blogspot.com.es/urumo
http://www.pinterest.es/urumo
http://www.facebook.com/jorge.h.borges.5
http://www.instagram.com/urbarisca
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Next time: 18. Sketching on toned paper
All sketchers have given permission for the use of their sketches in this blog, with the exception of Constantin Litvak, 

who I couldn’t reach. © Anne Rose Oosterbaan. English version: Erin Taylor.

Even more inspiration?
These artists also often use text in their sketch:
• Sylvain Cnudde
• Arnaud De Meyer
• Liz Steel
• Gertie van der Weiden

YouTube:  
•  50 Hand Lettering Ideas! Easy Ways to Change Up Your Writing Style!
•  Hand Lettering Fonts! My Favorite 9 Handwriting Styles  

Serge Leyeunn, an urban sketcher from 
Lorient, Bretagne (France), was shocked when 
lightning struck the building he was in, Tour 
Plein Ciel, visiting a friend. In this case it is an 
ironic name for the residential tower: full in the 
air. We can see from the strange colors, the 
lightning bolts and the big words in capital 
letters that it is quite haunted. Inside the buil
ding it is so bad that one of them shouts: ‘My 
goodness, I don’t want to die!’ Someone else 
reassures them, says: ‘It’s nothing, I counted to 
five!’ It certainly doesn’t calm them, someone 
still grumbles: ‘Shit, my brush, my work, my 
dentures!’ 
We don’t know whose teeth are flying out the 
window, at least not Serge’s.
That violent natural force, and the emotion 
surrounding it: all in one drawing. What was 
urban sketching again? We draw on location, 
inside or outside, and record what we see from 
direct observation. Serge succeeded in this 
very well.
Flickr

http://www.flickr.com/photos/187579208@N06
http://www.flickr.com/photos/issenkor
http://www.flickr.com/photos/108288726@N06
http://www.lizsteel.com/everydaysketchingtips
http://www.instagram.com/gertievanderweiden
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--EPDAlyDZg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3rDZJAAoQY
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/16_Within_the_lines.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/3_Tree-in-front_2020_E.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/4_Colored_pencils_2020_E.pdf
https://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/5.-What-do-you-mean-perspective-2020-E.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/6_White_is_also_a_colour_2020_E.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/7_In_the_car_2020_E.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/8_It-rains_E.pdf
https://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/9_No_time_2021_E.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/vind-pagina
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/10_Trees_2021_E.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/11_Black_pencil_E.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/12_Forgot_my_sketchbook_E.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/13_Perspective_without_ruler_E.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/14_The_spire-_does_not_fit_ENG.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/15_The-real-color-E.pdf
http://urbansketchers.nl/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/16_Within_the_lines.pdf
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